A resolution to be entitled the “Affirmation Act for Bobcats Participation in ‘Spirit Friday’,” which encourages the involvement of Senators in the tradition of “Spirit Friday” at Texas State University.

WHEREAS: The participation in university traditions from the Student Government Senate of Texas State University is absent; and

WHEREAS: The Senate’s lack of participation in university traditions results in an unpopular image that our relationship is of poor-quality amongst our fellow members of the Student Government, and amongst the students, staff, faculty, and alumni; and

WHEREAS: The tradition known as “Spirit Friday” is stated on the Texas State University’s History and Traditions webpage as an activity that students, staff, and faculty wear Texas State clothing on campus to show their Bobcat Pride; and

WHEREAS: The participation of the Senate in “Spirit Friday” promotes our mission of exemplifying leadership on campus; and

WHEREAS: The participation of the Senate in “Spirit Friday” promotes the goal of Texas State University’s Student Government to unite and better the Bobcat Community; and
WHEREAS: The participation of the Senate in “Spirit Friday” promotes the cohesion, loyalty, and pride amongst Senators for Texas State University; and

WHEREAS: The relationship of the Texas State University community can be preserved by Student Government Senators through participation in a tradition such as “Spirit Friday”; therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED: That Texas State University Student Government encourage the Officers and Senators to participate in “Spirit Friday”; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: Senators who wish to promote their participation can do so by uploading to their desired social media platform a picture of themselves wearing their Texas State University attire for “Spirit Friday” with their respective constituent(s) or peer(s) on campus using the approved hashtags of Texas State University, “#TxSt, #EatEmUpCats, #BobcatFamily, or #BeABobcat” followed by “#TxStSpiritFriday” and by tagging the respective social media platform of Texas State University Student Government; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Director of Marketing make it a goal to advertise “Spirit Friday” to the student body by bringing awareness to the tradition; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Director of Marketing make it a goal to show Texas State University Student Government’s participation in “Spirit Friday” to students, staff, faculty, and future Bobcats; therefore,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: This legislation be forwarded to the Student Body President for further action.